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An explosive exposé of Samsung that “reads like a
dynastic thriller, rolling through three generations of
family intrigue, embezzlement, bribery, corruption,
prostitution, and other bad behavior” (The Wall
Street Journal). LONGLISTED FOR THE FINANCIAL
TIMES AND MCKINSEY BUSINESS BOOK OF THE
YEAR AWARD Based on years of reporting on
Samsung for The Economist, The Wall Street Journal,
and Time, from his base in South Korea, and his
countless sources inside and outside the company,
Geoffrey Cain offers a penetrating look behind the
curtains of the biggest company nobody in America
knows. Seen for decades in tech circles as a fast
follower rather than an innovation leader, Samsung
today has grown to become a market leader in the
United States and around the globe. They have
captured one quarter of the smartphone market and
have been pushing the envelope on every front. Forty
years ago, Samsung was a rickety Korean
agricultural conglomerate that produced sugar,
paper, and fertilizer, located in a backward country
with a third-world economy. With the rise of the PC
revolution, though, Chairman Lee Byung-chul began
a bold experiment: to make Samsung a major
supplier of computer chips. The multimillion- dollar
plan was incredibly risky. But Lee, wowed by a young
Steve Jobs, who sat down with the chairman to offer
his advice, became obsessed with creating a tech
empire. And in Samsung Rising, we follow Samsung
behind the scenes as the company fights its way to
the top of tech. It is one of Apple’s chief suppliers of
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technology critical to the iPhone, and its own Galaxy
phone outsells the iPhone. Today, Samsung employs
over 300,000 people (compared to Apple’s 80,000
and Google’s 48,000). The company’s revenues have
grown more than forty times from that of 1987 and
make up more than 20 percent of South Korea’s
exports. Yet their disastrous recall of the Galaxy Note
7, with numerous reports of phones spontaneously
bursting into flames, reveals the dangers of the
company’s headlong attempt to overtake Apple at
any cost. A sweeping insider account, Samsung
Rising shows how a determined and fearless Asian
competitor has become a force to be reckoned with.
Learn all about implementing a good gamification
design into your products, workplace, and lifestyle
Key Features Explore what makes a game fun and
engaging Gain insight into the Octalysis Framework
and its applications Discover the potential of the
Core Drives of gamification through real-world
scenarios Book Description Effective gamification is a
combination of game design, game dynamics, user
experience, and ROI-driving business
implementations. This book explores the interplay
between these disciplines and captures the core
principles that contribute to a good gamification
design. The book starts with an overview of the
Octalysis Framework and the 8 Core Drives that can
be used to build strategies around the various
systems that make games engaging. As the book
progresses, each chapter delves deep into a Core
Drive, explaining its design and how it should be
used. Finally, to apply all the concepts and
techniques that you learn throughout, the book
contains a brief showcase of using the Octalysis
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Framework to design a project experience from
scratch. After reading this book, you'll have the
knowledge and skills to enable the widespread
adoption of good gamification and human-focused
design in all types of industries. What you will learn
Discover ways to use gamification techniques in realworld situations Design fun, engaging, and
rewarding experiences with Octalysis Understand
what gamification means and how to categorize it
Leverage the power of different Core Drives in your
applications Explore how Left Brain and Right Brain
Core Drives differ in motivation and design
methodologies Examine the fascinating intricacies of
White Hat and Black Hat Core Drives Who this book
is for Anyone who wants to implement gamification
principles and techniques into their products,
workplace, and lifestyle will find this book useful.
Rely on this practical, end-to-end guide on cyber
safety and online security written expressly for a nontechnical audience. You will have just what you need
to protect yourself—step by step, without judgment,
and with as little jargon as possible. Just how secure
is your computer right now? You probably don't
really know. Computers and the Internet have
revolutionized the modern world, but if you're like
most people, you have no clue how these things work
and don't know the real threats. Protecting your
computer is like defending a medieval castle. While
moats, walls, drawbridges, and castle guards can be
effective, you'd go broke trying to build something
dragon-proof. This book is not about protecting
yourself from a targeted attack by the NSA; it's about
armoring yourself against common hackers and mass
surveillance. There are dozens of no-brainer things
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we all should be doing to protect our computers and
safeguard our data—just like wearing a seat belt,
installing smoke alarms, and putting on sunscreen.
Author Carey Parker has structured this book to give
you maximum benefit with minimum effort. If you
just want to know what to do, every chapter has a
complete checklist with step-by-step instructions and
pictures. The book contains more than 150 tips to
make you and your family safer. It includes: Added
steps for Windows 10 (Spring 2018) and Mac OS X
High Sierra Expanded coverage on mobile device
safety Expanded coverage on safety for kids online
More than 150 tips with complete step-by-step
instructions and pictures What You’ll Learn Solve
your password problems once and for all Browse the
web safely and with confidence Block online tracking
and dangerous ads Choose the right antivirus
software for you Send files and messages securely
Set up secure home networking Conduct secure
shopping and banking online Lock down social media
accounts Create automated backups of all your
devices Manage your home computers Use your
smartphone and tablet safely Safeguard your kids
online And more! Who This Book Is For Those who
use computers and mobile devices, but don’t really
know (or frankly care) how they work. This book is
for people who just want to know what they need to
do to protect themselves—step by step, without
judgment, and with as little jargon as possible.
The Paralysis Resource Guide, produced by the
Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation, is a reference
and lifestyle tool for people affected by paralysis. The
book includes details on medical and clinical subjects
related to all causes of paralysis, as well as health
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maintenance information. The fully-illustrated book
provides a detailed overview of biomedical research,
assistive technology, sports and recreation activities,
legal and civil rights, social security and benefits,
and numerous lifestyle options.
A Strategic Guide to the Network Economy
A Complete Introduction
The Content Analysis Guidebook
A Practical Guide to Digital Forensics Investigations
Basic Economics
From the Dawn of Computing to Digital
Consciousness
Springer Handbook of Automation

Use this guide to get help with
consumer purchases, problems and
complaints. Find consumer contacts at
hundreds of companies and trade
associations; local, state, and federal
government agencies; national consumer
organizations; and more.
Widely praised for its balanced
treatment of computer ethics, Ethics
for the Information Age offers a modern
presentation of the moral controversies
surrounding information technology.
Topics such as privacy and intellectual
property are explored through multiple
ethical theories, encouraging readers
to think critically about these issues
and to make their own ethical
decisions.
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Master the Android mobile development
platform Build compelling Java-based
mobile applications using the Android
SDK and the Eclipse open-source
software development platform. Android:
A Programmer's Guide shows you, step-bystep, how to download and set up all of
the necessary tools, build and tune
dynamic Android programs, and debug
your results. Discover how to provide
web and chat functions, interact with
the phone dialer and GPS devices, and
access the latest Google services.
You'll also learn how to create custom
Content Providers and database-enable
your applications using SQLite. Install
and configure Java, Eclipse, and
Android plugin Create Android projects
from the Eclipse UI or command line
Integrate web content, images,
galleries, and sounds Deploy menus,
progress bars, and auto-complete
functions Trigger actions using Android
Intents, Filters, and Receivers
Implement GPS, Google Maps, Google
Earth, and GTalk Build interactive
SQLite databases, calendars, and
notepads Test applications using the
Android Emulator and Debug Bridge
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The computer unlike other inventions is
universal; you can use a computer for
many tasks: writing, composing music,
designing buildings, creating movies,
inhabiting virtual worlds,
communicating... This popular science
history isn't just about technology but
introduces the pioneers: Babbage,
Turing, Apple's Wozniak and Jobs, Bill
Gates, Tim Berners-Lee, Mark
Zuckerberg. This story is about people
and the changes computers have caused.
In the future ubiquitous computing, AI,
quantum and molecular computing could
even make us immortal. The computer has
been a radical invention. In less than
a single human life computers are
transforming economies and societies
like no human invention before.
Fast Food Nation
Firewalls Don't Stop Dragons
Xbox 360, Kinect, and Xbox LIVE
Introduction to Embedded Systems
The Dark Side of the All-American Meal
Paralysis Resource Guide
Android Hacker's Handbook
Provides a basic introduction to the tablet computer, covering
topics such as getting online, navigating the Web,
downloading apps, using Facebook and Twitter, playing
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music, setting up email.
“Annabel Dodd has cogently untangled the wires and switches
and technobabble of the telecommunications revolution and
explained how the introduction of the word ‘digital’ into our
legislative and regulatory lexicon will affect consumers,
companies and society into the next millennium.” – United
States Senator Edward J. Markey of Massachusetts; Member,
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Communications, Technology,
Innovation, and the Internet “Annabel Dodd has a unique
knack for explaining complex technologies in understandable
ways. This latest revision of her book covers the rapid changes
in the fields of broadband, cellular, and streaming
technologies; newly developing 5G networks; and the constant
changes happening in both wired and wireless networks. This
book is a must-read for anyone who wants to understand the
rapidly evolving world of telecommunications in the 21st
century!” – David Mash, Retired Senior Vice President for
Innovation, Strategy, and Technology, Berklee College of
Music Completely updated for current trends and
technologies, The Essential Guide to Telecommunications,
Sixth Edition, is the world’s top-selling, accessible guide to
the fast-changing global telecommunications industry. Writing
in easy-to-understand language, Dodd demystifies today’s
most significant technologies, standards, architectures, and
trends. She introduces leading providers worldwide, explains
where they fit in the marketplace, and reveals their key
strategies. New topics covered in this edition include: LTE
Advanced and 5G wireless, modern security threats and
countermeasures, emerging applications, and breakthrough
techniques for building more scalable, manageable networks.
Gain a practical understanding of modern cellular, Wi-Fi,
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Internet, cloud, and carrier technologies Discover how key
technical, business, and regulatory innovations are changing
the industry See how streaming video, social media, cloud
computing, smartphones, and the Internet of Things are
transforming networks Explore growing concerns about
security and privacy, and review modern strategies for
detecting and mitigating network breaches Learn how
Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) add intelligence to networks, enabling
automation, flexible configurations, and advanced networks
Preview cutting-edge, telecom-enabled applications and
gear–from mobile payments to drones Whether you’re an
aspiring network engineer looking for a broad understanding
of the industry, or a salesperson, marketer, investor, or
customer, this indispensable guide provides everything you
need to know about telecommunications right now. This new
edition is ideal for both self-study and classroom instruction.
Register your product for convenient access to downloads,
updates, and/or corrections as they become available.
The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project 2e is the
ultimate companion to successfully completing your research
project. Warm and pragmatic, it gives you the skills and the
confidence needed to succeed no matter what happens along
the way. The book guides you through every step of your
research project, from getting started to analysing data and
writing up. Each stage is clearly set out, highlighting best
practice and providing practical tips and down-to-earth
advice for actually doing research. Key features include: Fully
developed companion website including podcasts, worksheets,
examples of real projects and links to journal articles Chapter
summaries Boxed definitions of key terms Full glossary
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Suggestions for further reading Bursting with real world
examples and multidisciplinary case studies, this book
addresses the key questions posed by anyone hoping to
complete a research project. It is the must-have textbook every
student needs. Available with Perusall—an eBook that makes it
easier to prepare for class Perusall is an award-winning
eBook platform featuring social annotation tools that allow
students and instructors to collaboratively mark up and
discuss their SAGE textbook. Backed by research and
supported by technological innovations developed at Harvard
University, this process of learning through collaborative
annotation keeps your students engaged and makes teaching
easier and more effective. Learn more.
You've experienced the shiny, point-and-click surface of your
Linux computer—now dive below and explore its depths with
the power of the command line. The Linux Command Line
takes you from your very first terminal keystrokes to writing
full programs in Bash, the most popular Linux shell. Along the
way you'll learn the timeless skills handed down by
generations of gray-bearded, mouse-shunning gurus: file
navigation, environment configuration, command chaining,
pattern matching with regular expressions, and more. In
addition to that practical knowledge, author William Shotts
reveals the philosophy behind these tools and the rich heritage
that your desktop Linux machine has inherited from Unix
supercomputers of yore. As you make your way through the
book's short, easily-digestible chapters, you'll learn how to: *
Create and delete files, directories, and symlinks * Administer
your system, including networking, package installation, and
process management * Use standard input and output,
redirection, and pipelines * Edit files with Vi, the world’s
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most popular text editor * Write shell scripts to automate
common or boring tasks * Slice and dice text files with cut,
paste, grep, patch, and sed Once you overcome your initial
"shell shock," you'll find that the command line is a natural
and expressive way to communicate with your computer. Just
don't be surprised if your mouse starts to gather dust. A
featured resource in the Linux Foundation's "Evolution of a
SysAdmin"
Tools And Gadgets For Living Independently
The Zynq Book
Beyond Points, Badges, and Leaderboards
Balanced Scorecard Step-by-Step
WebRTC Integrator's Guide
A Cyber-Physical Systems Approach
Beyond a youth technology
The smartphone is often literally right in
front of our nose, so you would think we
would know what it is. But do we? To find
out, 11 anthropologists each spent 16 months
living in communities in Africa, Asia, Europe
and South America, focusing on the take up of
smartphones by older people. Their research
reveals that smartphones are technology for
everyone, not just for the young. The Global
Smartphone presents a series of original
perspectives deriving from this global and
comparative research project. Smartphones
have become as much a place within which we
live as a device we use to provide ‘perpetual
opportunism’, as they are always with us. The
authors show how the smartphone is more than
an ‘app device’ and explore differences
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between what people say about smartphones and
how they use them. The smartphone is
unprecedented in the degree to which we can
transform it. As a result, it quickly
assimilates personal values. In order to
comprehend it, we must take into
consideration a range of national and
cultural nuances, such as visual
communication in China and Japan, mobile
money in Cameroon and Uganda, and access to
health information in Chile and Ireland – all
alongside diverse trajectories of ageing in
Al Quds, Brazil and Italy. Only then can we
know what a smartphone is and understand its
consequences for people’s lives around the
world.
UPDATED FOR 2020 WITH A NEW PREFACE BY NATE
SILVER "One of the more momentous books of
the decade." —The New York Times Book Review
Nate Silver built an innovative system for
predicting baseball performance, predicted
the 2008 election within a hair’s breadth,
and became a national sensation as a
blogger—all by the time he was thirty. He
solidified his standing as the nation's
foremost political forecaster with his near
perfect prediction of the 2012 election.
Silver is the founder and editor in chief of
the website FiveThirtyEight. Drawing on his
own groundbreaking work, Silver examines the
world of prediction, investigating how we can
distinguish a true signal from a universe of
noisy data. Most predictions fail, often at
great cost to society, because most of us
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have a poor understanding of probability and
uncertainty. Both experts and laypeople
mistake more confident predictions for more
accurate ones. But overconfidence is often
the reason for failure. If our appreciation
of uncertainty improves, our predictions can
get better too. This is the “prediction
paradox”: The more humility we have about our
ability to make predictions, the more
successful we can be in planning for the
future. In keeping with his own aim to seek
truth from data, Silver visits the most
successful forecasters in a range of areas,
from hurricanes to baseball to global
pandemics, from the poker table to the stock
market, from Capitol Hill to the NBA. He
explains and evaluates how these forecasters
think and what bonds they share. What lies
behind their success? Are they good—or just
lucky? What patterns have they unraveled? And
are their forecasts really right? He explores
unanticipated commonalities and exposes
unexpected juxtapositions. And sometimes, it
is not so much how good a prediction is in an
absolute sense that matters but how good it
is relative to the competition. In other
cases, prediction is still a very
rudimentary—and dangerous—science. Silver
observes that the most accurate forecasters
tend to have a superior command of
probability, and they tend to be both humble
and hardworking. They distinguish the
predictable from the unpredictable, and they
notice a thousand little details that lead
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them closer to the truth. Because of their
appreciation of probability, they can
distinguish the signal from the noise. With
everything from the health of the global
economy to our ability to fight terrorism
dependent on the quality of our predictions,
Nate Silver’s insights are an essential read.
Readers gain a strong foundation in Java
programming and the confidence in technical
skills to build working mobile applications
with ANDROID BOOT CAMP FOR DEVELOPERS USING
JAVA: A GUIDE TO CREATING YOUR FIRST ANDROID
APPS, 3E. Written by an award-winning
technology author, this book thoroughly
introduces Java with an emphasis on creating
effective mobile applications. The book is
ideal for readers with some programming
experience or those new to Java and Android
Studio. The book’s hands-on tutorial approach
offers step-by-step instruction and numerous
screen shots to guide you through tasks.
Practical callouts, industry tips, cases and
assignments reinforce understanding of
programming logic and Java tools for Android.
Content is both relevant for today and
focused on programming principles for the
future. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This book is about the Zynq-7000 All
Programmable System on Chip, the family of
devices from Xilinx that combines an
application-grade ARM Cortex-A9 processor
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with traditional FPGA logic fabric. Catering
for both new and experienced readers, it
covers fundamental issues in an accessible
way, starting with a clear overview of the
device architecture, and an introduction to
the design tools and processes for developing
a Zynq SoC. Later chapters progress to more
advanced topics such as embedded systems
development, IP block design and operating
systems. Maintaining a 'real-world'
perspective, the book also compares Zynq with
other device alternatives, and considers enduser applications. The Zynq Book is
accompanied by a set of practical tutorials
hosted on a companion website. These
tutorials will guide the reader through first
steps with Zynq, following on to a complete,
audio-based embedded systems design.
The Definitive How-To Guide
Mindful Digital Transformation of Teams,
Products, Services, Businesses and Ecosystems
How 45 Successful Companies Used Big Data
Analytics to Deliver Extraordinary Results
Why So Many Predictions Fail--but Some Don't
Digital Marketing Analytics
Marketing Research
Consumer Action Handbook, 2010 Edition

Arduino is an open-source platform that makes DIY electronics
projects easier than ever. Gone are the days when you had to
learn electronics theory and arcane programming languages
before you could even get an LED to blink. Now, with this new
edition of the bestsellingArduino: A Quick-Start Guide, readers
with no electronics experience can create their first gadgets
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quickly. This book is up-to-date for the new Arduino Zero
board, with step-by-step instructions for building a universal
remote, a motion-sensing game controller, and many other fun,
useful projects. This Quick-Start Guide is packed with fun, useful
devices to create, with step-by-step instructions and photos
throughout. You'll learn how to connect your Arduino to the
Internet and program both client and server applications. You'll
build projects such as your own motion-sensing game controller
with a three-axis accelerometer, create a universal remote with an
Arduino and a few cheap parts, build your own burglar alarm
that emails you whenever someone's moving in your living room,
build binary dice, and learn how to solder. In one of several new
projects in this edition, you'll create your own video game
console that you can connect to your TV set. This book is
completely updated for the new Arduino Zero board and the
latest advances in supporting software and tools for the Arduino.
Sidebars throughout the book point you to exciting real-world
projects using the Arduino, exercises extend your skills, and
"What If It Doesn't Work" sections help you troubleshoot
common problems. With this book, beginners can quickly join
the worldwide community of hobbyists and professionals who
use the Arduino to prototype and develop fun, useful inventions.
What You Need: This is the full list of all parts you'd need for all
projects in the book; some of these are provided as part of various
kits that are available on the web, or you can purchase
individually. Sources include adafruit.com, makershed.com,
radioshack.com, sparkfun.com, and mouser.com. Please note we
do not support or endorse any of these vendors, but we list them
here as aconvenience for you. Arduino Zero (or Uno or
Duemilanove or Diecimila) board USB cable Half-size
breadboard Pack of LEDs (at least 3, 10 or more is a good idea)
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Pack of 100 ohm, 10k ohm, and 1k ohm resistors Four
pushbuttons Breadboard jumper wire / connector wire Parallax
Ping))) sensor Passive Infrared sensor An infrared LED A 5V
servo motor Analog Devices TMP36 temperature sensor
ADXL335 accelerometer breakout board 6 pin 0.1" standard
header (might be included with the ADXL335) Nintendo
Nunchuk Controller Arduino Ethernet shield Arduino Proto
shield and a tiny breadboard (optional but recommended) Piezo
speaker/buzzer (optional) Tilt sensor (optional) A 25-30 Watts
soldering iron with a tip (preferrably 1/16") A soldering stand
and a sponge A standard 60/40 solder (rosin-core) spool for
electronics work
This handbook incorporates new developments in automation. It
also presents a widespread and well-structured conglomeration of
new emerging application areas, such as medical systems and
health, transportation, security and maintenance, service,
construction and retail as well as production or logistics. The
handbook is not only an ideal resource for automation experts
but also for people new to this expanding field.
A radical shift in perspective to transform your organization to
become more innovative The Design Thinking Playbook is an
actionable guide to the future of business. By stepping back and
questioning the current mindset, the faults of the status quo stand
out in stark relief—and this guide gives you the tools and
frameworks you need to kick off a digital transformation. Design
Thinking is about approaching things differently with a strong
user orientation and fast iterations with multidisciplinary teams to
solve wicked problems. It is equally applicable to (re-)design
products, services, processes, business models, and ecosystems. It
inspires radical innovation as a matter of course, and ignites
capabilities beyond mere potential. Unmatched as a source of
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competitive advantage, Design Thinking is the driving force
behind those who will lead industries through transformations
and evolutions. This book describes how Design Thinking is
applied across a variety of industries, enriched with other proven
approaches as well as the necessary tools, and the knowledge to
use them effectively. Packed with solutions for common
challenges including digital transformation, this practical, highly
visual discussion shows you how Design Thinking fits into agile
methods within management, innovation, and startups. Explore
the digitized future using new design criteria to create real value
for the user Foster radical innovation through an inspiring
framework for action Gather the right people to build highlymotivated teams Apply Design Thinking, Systems Thinking, Big
Data Analytics, and Lean Start-up using new tools and a fresh
new perspective Create Minimum Viable Ecosystems (MVEs)
for digital processes and services which becomes for example
essential in building Blockchain applications Practical
frameworks, real-world solutions, and radical innovation
wrapped in a whole new outlook give you the power to mindfully
lead to new heights. From systems and operations to people,
projects, culture, digitalization, and beyond, this invaluable mind
shift paves the way for organizations—and individuals—to do
great things. When you’re ready to give your organization a big
step forward, The Design Thinking Playbook is your practical
guide to a more innovative future.
The best-selling author of Big Data is back, this time with a
unique and in-depth insight into how specific companies use big
data. Big data is on the tip of everyone's tongue. Everyone
understands its power and importance, but many fail to grasp the
actionable steps and resources required to utilise it effectively.
This book fills the knowledge gap by showing how major
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companies are using big data every day, from an up-close, on-theground perspective. From technology, media and retail, to sport
teams, government agencies and financial institutions, learn the
actual strategies and processes being used to learn about
customers, improve manufacturing, spur innovation, improve
safety and so much more. Organised for easy dip-in navigation,
each chapter follows the same structure to give you the
information you need quickly. For each company profiled, learn
what data was used, what problem it solved and the processes put
it place to make it practical, as well as the technical details,
challenges and lessons learned from each unique scenario. Learn
how predictive analytics helps Amazon, Target, John Deere and
Apple understand their customers Discover how big data is
behind the success of Walmart, LinkedIn, Microsoft and more
Learn how big data is changing medicine, law enforcement,
hospitality, fashion, science and banking Develop your own big
data strategy by accessing additional reading materials at the end
of each chapter
The Illustrated Guide to Assistive Technology & Devices
Making Sense of Consumer Data in a Digital World
Stay Sexy & Don't Get Murdered
Big Data in Practice
Android Boot Camp for Developers Using Java: A Guide to
Creating Your First Android Apps
The Essential Guide to Telecommunications
Information Rules
There are many Android programming guides that give you
the basics. This book goes beyond simple apps into many
areas of Android development that you simply will not find in
competing books. Whether you want to add home screen app
widgets to your arsenal, or create more complex maps,
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integrate multimedia features like the camera, integrate
tightly with other applications, or integrate scripting
languages, this book has you covered. Moreover, this book
has over 50 pages of Honeycomb-specific material, from
dynamic fragments, to integrating navigation into the action
bar, to creating list-based app widgets. It also has a chapter
on using NFC, the wireless technology behind Google Wallet
and related services. This book is one in CommonsWare's
growing series of Android related titles, including "The Busy
Coder's Guide to Android Development," "Android
Programming Tutorials," and the upcoming "Tuning
Android Applications." Table of Contents WebView, Inside
and Out Crafting Your Own Views More Fun With
ListViews Creating Drawables Home Screen App Widgets
Interactive Maps Creating Custom Dialogs and Preferences
Advanced Fragments and the Action Bar Animating Widgets
Using the Camera Playing Media Handling System Events
Advanced Service Patterns Using System Settings and
Services Content Provider Theory Content Provider
Implementation Patterns The Contacts ContentProvider
Searching with SearchManager Introspection and
Integration Tapjacking Working with SMS More on the
Manifest Device Configuration Push Notifications with
C2DM NFC The Role of Scripting Languages The Scripting
Layer for Android JVM Scripting Languages Reusable
Components Testing Production
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
This book explains how an organization can measure and
manage performance with the Balanced Scorecard
methodology. It provides extensive background on
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performance management and the Balanced Scorecard, and
focuses on guiding a team through the step-by-step
development and ongoing implementation of a Balanced
Scorecard system. Corporations, public sector agencies, and
not for profit organizations have all reaped success from the
Balanced Scorecard. This book supplies detailed
implementation advice that is readily applied to any and all
of these organization types. Additionally, it will benefit
organizations at any stage of Balanced Scorecard
development. Regardless of whether you are just
contemplating a Balanced Scorecard, require assistance in
linking their current Scorecard to management processes, or
need a review of their past measurement efforts, Balanced
Scorecard Step by Step provides detailed advice and proven
solutions.
This book is for programmers who want to learn about realtime communication and utilize the full potential of
WebRTC. It is assumed that you have working knowledge of
setting up a basic telecom infrastructure as well as basic
programming and scripting knowledge.
The Global Smartphone
The Busy Coder's Guide to Advanced Android Development
Galaxy Tab
The Missing Manual
A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Security for Non-Techies
Galaxy Tab: The Missing Manual
Systems Analysis and Design in a Changing World
The Definitive Guide to HTML & CSS--Fully Updated Written
by a Web development expert, the fifth edition of this trusted
resource has been thoroughly revised and reorganized to
address HTML5, the revolutionary new Web standard. The
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book covers all the elements supported in today's Web
browsers--from the standard (X)HTML tags to the archaic and
proprietary tags that may be encountered. HTML & CSS: The
Complete Reference, Fifth Edition contains full details on
CSS 2.1 as well as every proprietary and emerging CSS3
property currently supported. Annotated examples of correct
markup and style show you how to use all of these
technologies to build impressive Web pages. Helpful
appendixes cover the syntax of character entities, fonts,
colors, and URLs. This comprehensive reference is an
essential tool for professional Web developers. Master
transitional HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 markup Write
emerging standards-based markup with HTML5 Enhance
presentation with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS1 and CSS
2.1) Learn proprietary and emerging CSS3 features Learn
how to read (X)HTML document type definitions (DTDs)
Apply everything in an open standards-focused fashion
Thomas A. Powell is president of PINT, Inc. (pint.com), a
nationally recognized Web agency. He developed the Web
Publishing Certificate program for the University of California,
San Diego Extension and is an instructor for the Computer
Science Department at UCSD. He is the author of the
previous bestselling editions of this book and Ajax: The
Complete Reference, and co-author of JavaScript: The
Complete Reference.
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the
impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health,
economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food
production.
The instant #1 New York Times and USA Today best seller
by Karen Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark, the voices behind
the hit podcast My Favorite Murder! Sharing never-beforeheard stories ranging from their struggles with depression,
eating disorders, and addiction,
Karen and Georgia
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irreverently recount their biggest mistakes and deepest fears,
reflecting on the formative life events that shaped them into
two of the most followed voices in the nation. In Stay Sexy &
Don’t Get Murdered, Karen and Georgia focus on the
importance of self-advocating and valuing personal safety
over being ‘nice’ or ‘helpful.’ They delve into their own pasts,
true crime stories, and beyond to discuss meaningful cultural
and societal issues with fierce empathy and unapologetic
frankness. “In many respects, Stay Sexy & Don’t Get
Murdered distills the My Favorite Murder podcast into its most
essential elements: Georgia and Karen. They lay themselves
bare on the page, in all of their neuroses, triumphs, failures,
and struggles. From eating disorders to substance abuse and
kleptomania to the wonders of therapy, Kilgariff and Hardstark
recount their lives with honesty, humor, and compassion,
offering their best unqualified life-advice along the way.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Like the podcast, the book offers
funny, feminist advice for survival—both in the sense of not
getting killed and just, like, getting a job and working through
your personal shit so you can pay your bills and have friends.”
—Rolling Stone At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Content analysis is one of the most important but complex
research methodologies in the social sciences. In this
thoroughly updated Second Edition of The Content Analysis
Guidebook, author Kimberly Neuendorf provides an
accessible core text for upper-level undergraduates and
graduate students across the social sciences. Comprising
step-by-step instructions and practical advice, this text
unravels the complicated aspects of content analysis.
Covers Samsung TouchWiz Interface
Samsung Rising
Distance Education for Teacher
Training
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The Linux Command Line
How to Access 100 Million People in 10 Minutes
Ultimate Guide to Google AdWords
My Xbox

This is the quick, visual, one-stop tutorial for everyone who
wants to get maximum fun and entertainment out of their
Xbox 360, Xbox Live, and Kinect controller. Gaming experts
Christina and Bill Loguidice cover everything Xbox has to
offer, uncovering cool features and tools most users won't ever
discover on their own. You learn how to get started with Xbox
360; fast-network your Xbox 360s; run the media content in
your Windows PCs; personalize your Xbox experiences; find
great stuff on Microsoft's Game, Video, and Music
Marketplaces; get acquainted with your Xbox friends and
communities; get to know the Kinect controller and Hub; and
find great Kinect games and get better at playing them. This
book's concise, step-by-step instructions link to callouts on
Xbox screen captures that show you exactly what to do. Tips
and Notes help you discover powerful new techniques and
shortcuts, and Help features guide you past common problems.
This book is designed for all 50,000,000 Xbox 360 owners:
from those who've just purchased their first system, to those
diving headfirst into Kinect gaming, to millions of Xbox Live
subscribers who want to get even more out of Microsoft's
online services.
A Doody's Core Title 2012 This new illustrated guide to
assistive technologies and devices chronicles the use of
AT/AD - technology used by individuals with disabilities to
perform functions that might otherwise be difficult or
impossible. This book empowers people to use assistive
technologies to overcome some of their physical or mental
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limitations and have a more equal playing field. It includes
real-life examples about how people with disabilities are using
assistive technology (AT) to assist them in daily tasks, and
discusses emotional issues related to AT/AD.
An introduction to the engineering principles of embedded
systems, with a focus on modeling, design, and analysis of
cyber-physical systems. The most visible use of computers and
software is processing information for human consumption.
The vast majority of computers in use, however, are much less
visible. They run the engine, brakes, seatbelts, airbag, and
audio system in your car. They digitally encode your voice and
construct a radio signal to send it from your cell phone to a
base station. They command robots on a factory floor, power
generation in a power plant, processes in a chemical plant, and
traffic lights in a city. These less visible computers are called
embedded systems, and the software they run is called
embedded software. The principal challenges in designing and
analyzing embedded systems stem from their interaction with
physical processes. This book takes a cyber-physical approach
to embedded systems, introducing the engineering concepts
underlying embedded systems as a technology and as a subject
of study. The focus is on modeling, design, and analysis of
cyber-physical systems, which integrate computation,
networking, and physical processes. The second edition offers
two new chapters, several new exercises, and other
improvements. The book can be used as a textbook at the
advanced undergraduate or introductory graduate level and as
a professional reference for practicing engineers and computer
scientists. Readers should have some familiarity with machine
structures, computer programming, basic discrete mathematics
and algorithms, and signals and systems.
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Distill 100%–Usable Max-Profit Knowledge from Your
Digital Data. Do It Now! Why hasn’t all that data delivered a
whopping competitive advantage? Because you’ve barely
begun to use it, that’s why! Good news: neither have your
competitors. It’s hard! But digital marketing analytics is 100%
doable, it offers colossal opportunities, and all of the data is
accessible to you. Chuck Hemann and Ken Burbary will help
you chop the problem down to size, solve every piece of the
puzzle, and integrate a virtually frictionless system for moving
from data to decision, action to results! Scope it out, pick your
tools, learn to listen, get the metrics right, and then distill your
digital data for maximum value for everything from R&D to
CRM to social media marketing! • Prioritize—because you
can’t measure, listen to, and analyze everything • Use analysis
to craft experiences that profoundly reflect each customer’s
needs, expectations, and behaviors • Measure real social
media ROI: sales, leads, and customer satisfaction • Track the
performance of all paid, earned, and owned social media
channels • Leverage “listening data” way beyond PR and
marketing: for strategic planning, product development, and
HR • Start optimizing web and social content in real time •
Implement advanced tools, processes, and algorithms for
accurately measuring influence • Integrate paid and social data
to drive more value from both • Make the most of surveys,
focus groups, and offline research synergies • Focus new
marketing and social media investments where they’ll deliver
the most value Foreword by Scott Monty Global Head of
Social Media, Ford Motor Company
HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition
Actionable Gamification
The Inside Story of the South Korean Giant That Set Out to
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Beat Apple and Conquer Tech
The Signal and the Noise
Arduino: A Quick-Start Guide
Embedded Processing with the Arm Cortex-A9 on the Xilinx
Zynq-7000 All Programmable Soc
The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project

The first comprehensive guide to discovering and
preventingattacks on the Android OS As the Android
operating system continues to increase its shareof the
smartphone market, smartphone hacking remains a
growingthreat. Written by experts who rank among the
world's foremostAndroid security researchers, this book
presents vulnerabilitydiscovery, analysis, and exploitation
tools for the good guys.Following a detailed explanation of
how the Android OS works andits overall security
architecture, the authors examine howvulnerabilities can be
discovered and exploits developed forvarious system
components, preparing you to defend againstthem. If you
are a mobile device administrator, security
researcher,Android app developer, or consultant responsible
for evaluatingAndroid security, you will find this guide is
essential to yourtoolbox. A crack team of leading Android
security researchers explainAndroid security risks, security
design and architecture, rooting,fuzz testing, and
vulnerability analysis Covers Android application building
blocks and security as wellas debugging and auditing
Android apps Prepares mobile device administrators,
security researchers,Android app developers, and security
consultants to defend Androidsystems against attack
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Android Hacker's Handbook is the first
comprehensiveresource for IT professionals charged with
smartphonesecurity.
Google processes nearly 6 billion searches every
day—making it a powerful advertising medium your
business can’t afford to ignore. Google AdWords experts
Perry Marshall and Bryan Todd, joined by AdWords and
analytics specialist Mike Rhodes, present the fundamentals,
techniques, tools, and tricks that Google should teach you,
but doesn't. This latest edition introduces revised, expanded,
and new chapters covering Enhanced Campaigns, Google
AdWords Express, and Google’s Product Listing Ads, as well
as an introduction to Google’s Universal Analytics. You'll
learn how to: Master Enhanced Campaigns, Google
Shopping Campaigns, and Google Analytics Implement
flexible bid strategies that keep you on budget Triple traffic
with Google’s Display Network Profit using local advertising
Corner the second largest search engine with YouTube ads
Avoid costly mistakes made by most Google advertisers
Chisel your way into tough markets Write killer advertising
and website copy that gets clicks Determine what is and isn’t
working with Google’s AdWords
As one of the first books to distill the economics of
information and networks into practical business strategies,
this is a guide to the winning moves that can help business
leaders--from writers, lawyers and finance professional to
executives in the entertainment, publishing and hardware
and software industries-- navigate successfully through the
information economy.
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Galaxy Tab lets you work, play, read, and connect on the
go, but mastering its TouchWiz interface and finding the
best apps can be tricky—unless you have this Missing
Manual. Gadget whiz Preston Gralla provides crystal-clear
explanations and step-by-step instructions to get you up to
speed quickly, whether you have the 3G/4G or Wi-Fi
version of this amazing device. The important stuff you
need to know: Design your experience. Add interactive
widgets and mini-apps to your screen with TouchWiz.
Satisfy your appetite. Download thousands of games and
apps from the Android Market. Keep in touch. Chat,
videochat, check email, and browse the Web. Find your
way. View maps, use the GPS, and navigate turn-by-turn.
Manage your media. Shoot and view photos and videos;
organize and play your music. Stay informed. Read books,
newspapers, and magazines. Be productive. Use Google
Docs to store and share documents.
Maximizing Performance and Maintaining Results
Ethics for the Information Age
The Universal Machine
ANDROID A PROGRAMMERS GUIDE
The Design Thinking Playbook
The bestselling citizen's guide to
economics Basic Economics is a citizen's
guide to economics, written for those
who want to understand how the
economy works but have no interest in
jargon or equations. Bestselling
economist Thomas Sowell explains the
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general principles underlying different
economic systems: capitalist, socialist,
feudal, and so on. In readable language,
he shows how to critique economic
policies in terms of the incentives they
create, rather than the goals they
proclaim. With clear explanations of the
entire field, from rent control and the
rise and fall of businesses to the
international balance of payments, this is
the first book for anyone who wishes to
understand how the economy functions.
This fifth edition includes a new chapter
explaining the reasons for large
differences of wealth and income
between nations. Drawing on lively
examples from around the world and
from centuries of history, Sowell explains
basic economic principles for the general
public in plain English.
Refined and streamlined, SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IN A CHANGING
WORLD, 7E helps students develop the
conceptual, technical, and managerial
foundations for systems analysis design
and implementation as well as project
management principles for systems
development. Using case driven
techniques, the succinct 14-chapter text
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focuses on content that is key for success
in today's market. The authors' highly
effective presentation teaches both
traditional (structured) and objectoriented (OO) approaches to systems
analysis and design. The book highlights
use cases, use diagrams, and use case
descriptions required for a modeling
approach, while demonstrating their
application to traditional, web
development, object-oriented, and
service-oriented architecture
approaches. The Seventh Edition's
refined sequence of topics makes it
easier to read and understand than ever.
Regrouped analysis and design chapters
provide more flexibility in course
organization. Additionally, the text's
running cases have been completely
updated and now include a stronger
focus on connectivity in applications.
Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product
description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
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